What actually happened at the shooting range in Kajang?

The normal hyped on political situations on the cumming GE14 as as much talked about, shared
about, posted almost on every and any chatrooms available and had finally took place on 9 th
May 2018 in which in Malaysia’s 60 year existence and for the first time the ruling parties were
finally voted out. With the new government forming and one of their manifestos is to rid off
GST, which it will mean cheaper beers! We might not reduce current fee and we will get more
beers if it is that real!
OnSec was seen spying on the traffic turning onto the bumpy road that was recently built with a
low concrete divider. Anyone missing the earlier left fork coming from Suajana Impian side
would be caught to either make a huge U-turn or commit traffic offense by going against traffic.
There were many!
Two guests were seen talking to Erik Blokhuis and later with Barry. They were introduced to
OnSec, Keith and Mike, both from Saipan. An island state in the South Pacific, US of A territory,
next to Rawang. If these two are reading this, I’m right! They ‘Grab’ed a car to run site on their
own!

The Run
Run Pack about 100; Run ±7km (on my device); 5 checks; FROP – 7:14pm Sotong, Monkey, AKah; LROP – 7:30pm sounded like between Peter Cushion or Baas. Hare and co-hares : Johan
‘Expat’ and Ninja, Daniel Ngiam, Don Cheang & Kana. Ascended highest point of the run at 286m
asl and descended to lowest at 55m asl.

OnSec didn’t even call the pack to run, some shouted OnOn before 6 on OnSec’s watch, with
some of the pack had already started moving towards the trail. Some did noticed OnSec was
standing near the beer wagon and had pointed out and stopped on their tracks from advancing
further. A big huh-hah and pointing here and there with HoiLongWong commenting as if their
offence on ‘overtaking’ the OnSec to the first check was a feather’s weight!
Well, ye olde chubby OnSec ran at his pace towards the farms. Guest Keith was trying to
outpace the slower one but was held back and was told that overtaking the slow one before the
first check was a sign of disrespect. So, the first check was just under a kilometer away from the
start with a left turn uphill. OnSec was accompanied by A-Kah and A-Meng which they did not
go further, guest Keith offered to go forward and bolted uphill. The call came from the back and
following the trail up east was the connecting paper. Soh B might have found it but didn’t hear
anyone claiming it.
There was a group standing at the juncture where paper led us off trail again to cross the river,
speculating that it was a falsie. Well, it went up hill and down, passed some squishy squashy
part of an orchard, round a pond with a flock of ducks and geese, uphill again looping back to
cross the river on a rocky side and on another steep hill climb to see the 2 nd check. It was
connected again after some while back on the trail heading further east towards the OP estates.
Peter Cushion was just taking a leak and some other guys were waiting for him to point the
home trail. Nothing came close on that and we were further into some long forgotten trails. It
was just before reaching the OP estates that we took a left turn onto a narrow trail leading us
towards the rubber plantations. The 3rd check was connected as easily as it was bumped into.
It took us on a bushy trail with obstacles made of fallen trees and eroded slopes. Chua Kian Peng
was a bit clumsy on his feet and was also thinking on how to shortcut back while PoonChai was
back in form catching up with the rest. The 4th check was good to get the pack together with
falsies on the forward side, guest Keith bolted to check out the trail on the left and soon got the
pack following him. Honker in training Ben Kaw was heard talking to Frank PowderBalls about
not running as fast as before due to knee pains and hated it when OnSec overtakes them on the
run.
It was quite evident that we were heading towards home but the 5 th check got some runners
tricked again. A simple slowing them down trick at around 4 clicks before the three or so long
home trail run through some downhills and passing the usual workers’ quarters with a loud
banging generator. Calvin Seah and Lau Chun Yong was running alongside the OnSec, did
noticed that OnSec was not what they had thought – a faster one! (ahem! Boast a little lah).
Then after passing some guys fishing by a small pond, the chubby OnSec managed to catch up
with the walking Young Yap!
Well, the guests were already out, most of the back pack was back, the strollers were already in
wait, A-Meng was serving watermelons but there was a buzzing noises about beers. The beers
were yet to be served! It was then known to the OnSec that it wasn’t even 7:30 yet and
members were waiting for the bar to be opened! It was called immediately and the smiles were
wider than a mile, happy time were rolled in but a small argument broke out in between ‘don’tknow-who-is-the-larger/smaller-guys’ on the length of the run that nearly tested the nerves of
the highest positioned office bearer! No untoward situation but it really got the crowd a bad
after taste at that moment, OnSec was hopeful that there should be not any of such silly
argument on such a silly and simple matter.

The Circle
Circle started around 8:15pm with Roy Ng as the Butler.
Members were called in again to site closer, anyone outside of the 5 meter radius would not be
served beers.

New family members of the Punjabi clan were introduced – Barry, Chai Kin Sang, Albert,
SiewSiew, Roy, Chai Tak Yun and Sotong (came by bike) as caught rever-‘Singh’ from the main
road.
Recently concluded Malaysian Nash Hash in Raub, where they held an AGM for Malaysian Hash
Council had in fact elected Ninja to represent Negeri Sembilan and Johan to represent Selangor
on their own respective clubs other than Monday. Congratulations! (But whatever they do in
MHC doesn’t reflect us or on behalf of us).
The hare and co-hares were presented, the verdict was given good as the pack do understand
that if the trail was to be any longer, some co-hares might have been in the obituary columns
the next day. The hare was presented with a member’s vest.
JM Hew announced that there would be trial runs for the 80th Anniversary Trails coming in May
and June. The masterminds had been put in on each location which some might be still under
the ‘3-month repeat the same site ban period’ and were not subjected to time ruling but were
advised to adhere as much as possible.
OnCash Soh announced that the ‘Chow Khar’ list on Q2 still have a list of names, 25.
Guests were from Saipan Hash – Keith and Mike, where Mike’s tee got tossed for a swim in the
tub as Barry requested to be done by Sergeant Eddie which Barry had earlier got out Mother
Hash’s tees readied for them, donated by Playboy Choo.
Walter Tieu and Won Tian Haur was presented with their seniority badges, 10-year and 5-year
marks respectively. Then OnSec was required to receive a gift from the Saipan guys which the
tee was printed with UM silhouettes in which OnSec was the smarter one not donning it
immediately as requested by the crowd.
InterHashSec Ninja Pattaya!! Pattaya!! Pattaya!!

Bomoh Time by Michael Kuan
The Bomoh announced where his run site will be in the coming week, hash sign would be found
after the left turn at the Petron Station (directions to the run site can be read from below) and
he would be dropping pin in the chatgroup on that day.
The Bomoh started his duty with getting Johan to the box as he was to be cured of jetlag coming
home from USA; Dennis Khoo celebrated his 77th birthday last week and together both were
given slices of cake by Ninja and a song; Eric Tan lookalike Christopher Tan for posting many
legally able-aged bodies’ pornographs in the chatgroup; Young Yap was honoured as he was
peculiarly not listed in the ‘chow-khar’ list and to be able to convinced people to give him 3
beers to be consumed at run site;

Steven Leong for able to convinced people of being bitten by lucky leeches; and Roger ‘Chicken
Head’ Gregson for trying to revive the 5:30 gang after failing to join the 4:30 gang today.
Charges from the floor:
Ninja charged Johan (the hare for the day) for asking him where his run site is; charged
HoiLongWong for not chasing the paper instead of the hare where Ninja had A-Meng to
translate to English what HoiLongWong answered!
Kenny Soh charged Ninja for forgetting to inform hare and all his co-hares for not forget to lay
papers on the trails. The more than middle aged co-hares might not recall that clearly if they
had already laid paper!
Eric Tan lookalike Eric Ng, Erik Kee and Erik Blokhuis were charged for stealing 2 political parties’
flag to be brought to a nearby country to be waved at a peak, as stated in a police report that
the criminal be OnDowned with the same named.

On On
The feast was held at Restaurant Sungai Jelok with 6 tables, the retired colonel syphoned some
from his pension to buy every table 3 beers and subsidised some money on food to collect rm15
each.
As usual, many guys enjoyed this restaurant over and again as they served up really good food
and doesn’t mind the timing when our food is to be served. The beers were also being easily
ordered till the wee hours of the night. The guests, Keith and Mike, were introduced and shown
around the tables for rounds of drinks which they did not expect what it is like drinking with us.
Keith was exceptionally keen to get himself gelling with the guys but found that we could outdrink him anytime! Easily! While Mike was very conservative as he saw what percentage of
alcohol contact in our beer are! What they had in ‘next to Rawang’ is only half the amount of
alcohol is not lesser.
So, the guests left with Erik Kee around 2am while Barry, David Excellent Choice, Won Tian Haur
and OnSec left nearly 15 to three, still sober! But sleepy.

